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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 26th International Conference on Conceptual Modeling, ER 2007, held in Auckland, New Zealand, in November 2007.
The 37 revised full papers presented together with 3 keynote lectures were carefully reviewed and selected from 167 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on data warehousing and data mining, design methodologies and tools, information and database integration, information modelling concepts and ontologies, integrity constraints, logical foundations of conceptual modelling, patterns and conceptual meta-modelling, requirements elicitation, reuse and reengineering, semi-structured data and XML, as well as Web information systems and XML.
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Rootkits: Subverting the Windows KernelAddison Wesley, 2005
Rootkits are the ultimate backdoor, giving hackers ongoing and  virtually undetectable access to the systems they exploit. Now, two of the  world's leading experts have written the first comprehensive guide to rootkits:  what they are, how they work, how to build them, and how to detect them.  Rootkit.com's Greg Hoglund and James...
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Breaking Into the Game Industry: Advice for a Successful Career from Those Who Have Done ItCengage Learning, 2011

	Aspiring and professional game developers have a lot of questions: What should be in their portfolios? How do they make contacts? How do they negotiate salaries? How much do game designers make? What should they wear to interviews? In this fast-paced and humorous guide, the authors answer these questions and many more, including the ones you...
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The Real MCTS/MCITP Exam 70-646 Prep Kit: Independent and Complete Self-Paced SolutionsSyngress Publishing, 2008
Independent and unbiased self-paced study with fully integrated book, practice exams, and e-learning modules.     

       This exam is designed to validate skills as a Windows Server 2008 Server Administrator. This exam will fulfill the Windows Server 2008 IT Professional requirements of Exam 70-646.

The Microsoft Certified IT...
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Cellular AutomataAcademic Press, 1968

	There is a growing interest in large computing systems which operate

	in a highly parallel manner, in computing machines which can construct

	copies or variants of themselves, and in models for biological reproduc

	tion. Cellular automata provide a common basis for investigations in

	all these areas. The major pioneering work in...
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Clothes and Monasticism in Ancient Christian Egypt (Routledge Studies in Religion)Routledge, 2021

	
		This book is an exploration of the ideals and values of the ascetic and monastic life, as expressed through clothes. Clothes are often seen as an extension of us as humans, a determinant of who we are and how we experience and interact with the world. In this way, they can play a significant role in the embodied and...
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Presenting Windows Workflow FoundationSams Publishing, 2005
Presenting Windows Workflow Foundation is a premium  reference that provides information on a key part of WinFX,  providing universally accessible and consistent workflow technology  for the Windows platform. Windows Workflow Foundation delivers an  API as part of WinFX and a workflow designer...
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